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one third of Austrian Jewry per
ished. Very few survivors can re
cord that their compatriots showed 
towards them sympathy and kind
ness in times of peril and distress. 
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inhabitants of the territories occu- Jr=====================!!jI 
pied by Germany recollect how 
many Austrians were among their 
most ardent torturers. On the other . 
hand, Austrian resistance to the 
Anschluss was infinitesimal com
pared with the organized opposition . 
in other countries under Nazi rule, 
in which revulsion against the mal
treatment of the Jews often ex
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crease of the hardships of war and 
the approaching bitter end of de
feat. Thus Austria once more wel-

l. COlned her liberation in' the spring 
of 1945, this 'time by the victorious 
Allied Power. The governments of 
the United Kingdom, the Soviet 
Union and the U.8A. lived up to 
their undertaking in the Moscow 
Declaration of November 1, 1943, 
that "Austria, the first free country 
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f'!!!!!!~~=====~============~ domiIiation." The Decl8ration con- for some time, under an assumed the Vienna municipality and the 
tamed a reminder 'that Austria ''has name, for the Austrian 8nd Ameri- State Police for the mess created 
a responsibility' ~ she canno~ can Intelligence Services. with the result that another' Nazi 
evade for participation in' the war His employers are unlikely not to criminal goes scot free. 
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on the side of Hit1erite Germany have been aware of his past. Yet While moral indignation is not 
and that in the final Settlement ac- Verbelen was granted Austrian na- one of the strong features of the 
count will inevitably be taken of tionality with astonishing ~ and Austrian national character, the 
her own contribution to her liber- ease. When the Belgian Govern- damage done to Austria's prestige . 
ation." ment demanded his extradition a by such scandah! must be a matter 

This stem warning went unhead- year ago, the highly - embarrassed of serious concern to those who care 
ed but Austria was spared the un- Viennese authorities revoked his for . her standing' in the civilized 
pleasantness of such "accounting." citi:rensbjp. Verbelen, however, world. 
On July 26, 1955, the new Austrian managed to get the order revoked (Copyright, The Jewish Chronicle 
Federal Republic regained complete by the courts, which. b~ed both F~ture & News Service) 

independence. It·is today a pros- rr=========~==========='iI 
perous country whose citizens seem 
to have performed the miracle of 
loss of memory as far as their Nazi 
past is concerned. The Jewish mi-
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ncation for the Jewish and other 
victims of Nazi persecution has been 
granted in a niggardly manner with 
a: remarkable absence of a sense of 
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votes of former Nazis. Sman right
wing exhemist groups are still pro
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the Third Reich and acting as liaison 
centres· for Fascist and neo-Nazi 
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trian authorities towards Nazi cri
minals. A recent glaring example is 
the case of Robert Jan Verbelen, a 
former ~siapo Command'll" and 
s.s. leader who was sentenced to 
death "in. absentia" by a Belgian 
-court for war crimes, murder and 
torture. He had found refuge in 
Austria where he allegedly worked 
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Sincerely . . . We are pleased to wish all our 
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